GiveThanks
Activity ideas
Here are some games and craft ideas for your event

GAMES
Over or under?

A brush with disaster

Rewrite the rules on the traditional over-and-under relay team game
by substituting the ball/balloon with a roll of toilet paper. The loo
roll is passed over the first person’s head and then between the
next person’s legs, and so on, and the paper is unravelled as the roll
travels. If the toilet paper breaks, the team must tie it together before
continuing. For added excitement, the roll also travels back to the
start of the line. The winners are the first team to get the roll back to
the start.

Many games (eg hockey, mini-golf ) can be given a new lease of life
by replacing the club/stick with a (brand-new) toilet brush. (Don’t
even think of using pre-used ones…)

Toilet-bowling, anyone?
Add excitement to a familiar ball game (eg skittles, basketball,
benchball) by substituting the ball for a loo roll, with hilarious results.
A loo roll dunked in water adds to the drama, but also the mess.

It’s in the bag
Fill an old pillow case with bathroom-related items: rubber duck,
soap, loo roll, plug, plastic/fake poo etc. Tie up the end with an elastic
band. Invite your guests to guess as many items as they can by
feeling the contents through the pillowcase. No peeking! Turn this
into a competition by creating two pillowcases for two teams and
see which team guesses the most items correctly.

A toilet twist to favourite party games
Many traditional party games can be made toilet-astic with a bit of
imagination. Pin the flush on the toilet, limbo under the loo roll, hunt
the toilet roll…

CRAFT CHALLENGES
Toilet tailoring

Original origami

Present each team with one or more toilet rolls and some sticky
tape and challenge them to produce the most imaginative outfit,
modelled by a team member, in a given timeframe.

Have a competition to find out who can make the best origami
creation out of toilet paper. If you need inspiration, there’s a worrying
amount of ideas online…

Cardboard sculpturing
Provide each team with a number of toilet rolls centres, some
glue, paint, scissors and sticky tape. Set them a creative building
challenge: a life-size latrine, the best representation of a flushing
loo, the tallest sculpture, the most life-like sculpture of your group
leader, etc.

